
Tiny House Framing Plans

LUCY



You don’t need a big 
house to be happy :)

Hi! 

We’re Tom, Shaye and Hazel...

We live in a tiny house. Her name is Lucy. What we’ve discovered 
from living in a tiny house is that you don’t need a big house to be 
happy. 

In fact, it’s arguable that you can be happier living in a small house...

Small house = Small bills. 

Small bills = Less time spent working and more time enjoying life!

We hope that these plans help you create your tiny piece of paradise, 
so that you can spend more time doing the stuff you love :)

 









“You know you have reached perfection 
of design not when you have nothing 

more to add, but when you have 
nothing more to take away.” 

-Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 







“The secret of happiness, you see, is 
not found in seeking more, but in 

developing the capacity to enjoy less.” 

-Socrates







“There are two ways to be rich: One is 
by acquiring much, and the other is by 

desiring little.” 

-Jackie French Koller







“Be content with what you have; 
rejoice in the way things are. When 
you realize there is nothing lacking, 

the whole world belongs to you.” 

-Lao Tzu







About These Plans
These are the plans that we drew for our tiny house Lucy. The inspiration for our plans came from a number of different sources. We morphed them 
together to create something that was perfect for us. 

We built Lucy on a trailer measuring 7.2m by 2.4m. It was rated to carry 3.5 tonnes.

All our joinery was recycled and if you decide to do the same thing, it might be hard to find the exact same sizes. If this is the case, it is always better 
to go a little bit smaller to ensure that the framing isn’t compromised.

All the timber used was internal framing timber treated with boron salts. All timber is 90mm x 45mm unless we’ve noted otherwise.

These plans were not drawn by an architect or checked by an engineer. This is simply what we built. It has worked beautifully for us but we take no 
responsibility for anybody elses projects.

This framing is exactly the same as what we built with 1 exception...

The kitchen ceiling height is 100mm lower than it is in Lucy. This allows for an extra 100mm in the sleeping loft space. We found that our futon 
mattress was getting mouldy for lack of ventilation and an extra 100mm would have allowed us to put a base underneath it while keeping the nice 
spacious feel. 100mm wouldn’t be missed in the kitchen, but it would make a big difference in the loft.
 



Sub Floor Framing

 



Sub Floor Framing



Bottom Floor Framing

 



Bottom Floor Framing - North Wall

See closeup on following pages
See closeup on following pages



Bottom Floor Framing - North Wall - Close Up Left Corner



Bottom Floor Framing - North Wall - Close Up Right Corner



Bottom Floor Framing - South Wall



Bottom Floor Framing - East Wall



Bottom Floor Framing - West Wall



Loft Framing

 



Loft Framing



Mini Walls Framing

 



Mini Walls Framing - North Wall



Mini Walls Framing - South Wall



Mini Walls Framing - East Wall



Mini Walls Framing - West Wall



Roof Framing
 



Roof Plan



Roof Construction



Fly Rafter ‘A’



Truss ‘B’



Rafter ‘C’



Rafter ‘D’



Internal Wall Framing
 



Internal Wall - Long



Internal Wall - Short


